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SECTION 1: OVERVIEW
INTRODUCTION
LANnet is the core communications network platform of InTechnology – a
commercially mature and technologically advanced managed service provider
with a 30-year pedigree of IT delivery. InTechnology offers a complete suite of
cost-effective, value-add voice and data services from within this core. These
include network, data centre, voice and managed data solutions. The
communications network can link sites, provide services to staff and customers
and allow them to share information between locations across the UK and
beyond.

CONNECTIVITY AND CONVERGENCE
At its conception, LANnet was developed to provide customers with a choice of
connectivity options, as well as the means to access multiple services over a
single link (i.e. convergence), such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data management
Application hosting
Virtualised server hosting
IP telephony
Unified communications
Instant communications

Using innovative technologies deployed in LANnet, customers can move away
from older, less cost-effective telecommunication deliveries. Traditional methods
of delivery can be expensive, are often inflexible and will typically be transported
on networks that were not designed to support converged environments that the
21st Century business is increasingly reliant on.
Customer sites can be connected to the LANnet Multi Protocol Label Switching
(MPLS) core with various circuit connectivity options (See Section 2 for more
details). The basic IP-VPN service allows customer locations to inter-communicate
directly. Other service VPNs can also be delivered on the access circuits including
Internet access and IP telephony (VoIP).

Diagram 1 - LANnet’s Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) core illustrating a
range of connectivity options

SUMMARY
LANnet’s IP-VPN service provides private, secure, IP connectivity between various
company locations, suppliers and extranets.
Internet connectivity can be provided to one or more customer company
locations.
InTechnology is certified to connect customers to a number of closed user groups
networks including the NHS N3 infrastructure and JANET academic networks.
Customers gain single circuit access to InTechnology’s portfolio of services.
LANnet offers prioritised bandwidth for converged IP telephony services including
InTechnology’s ‘Unity’ IP telephony service.

FEATURES
o

Hassle-free infrastructure services - Most connectivity options are fully
managed. InTechnology takes responsibility for network design, as well as
the supply and configuration of a terminating device on the customer site
(hereafter referred to as Customer Premises Equipment or CPE) that acts
as the demarcation for managed bandwidth services. Ongoing CPE
configuration support and fault management are also included.

o

A secure, managed MPLS core network - Customers enjoy maximum
control, while we remove the headaches of managing a network.

o

Online service portal - This offers almost real-time access to statistical
data and reporting information. See Section 2 for more details.

o

Multiple circuit options - A choice of ADSL, Ethernet and leased line circuits
that can be used on a mix-and-match basis to offer connectivity solutions
that meet most requirements.

o

Multiple services from a single circuit - Each of the connectivity options
can support multiple services (e.g. Internet, VPN etc.), which makes the
LANnet proposition both flexible and scalable. (Diagram 2)

Diagram 2 – Multiple services supported over LANnet

SECTION 2: SERVICE DEFINITION
INTRODUCTION
InTechnology offers various circuit options that connect customer sites to the
InTechnology managed MPLS core. The various circuit types each have their own
merits, and can be considered for suitability according to a number of
characteristics including cost, capacity, scalability, geographic availability,
delivery timescales, SLA and so on. The details of each service option can be
found in their respective Service Specifications, which are available separately
and should be read in conjunction with this document.

ACCESS CIRCUIT OPTIONS
LANnet access circuit options are listed and detailed briefly below:
o

Ethernet - A short-haul Ethernet circuit is delivered directly from
the customer’s site to an InTechnology Point of Presence (POP).

o

Leased line - This refers to a 2Mbps, uncontended, symmetric
circuit from the customer’s site connecting to one of InTechnology’s
major POPs via an aggregate handover.

o

Enhanced Ethernet - A short-haul Ethernet circuit runs from the
customer’s site to the local telco exchange, with bandwidth carried
to InTechnology’s core.

o

ADSL - This asymmetric service makes use of a telephone circuit,
carrying traffic to the nearest exchange. It is then passed across a
shared telco infrastructure that connects to InTechnology’s core at
multiple locations for increased availability.

o

3G mobile - Providing low bandwidth backup, predominantly for
ADSL connections, this option utilises the mobile operators’
network and Internet connectivity to pass traffic via an alternative
route should a fault develop.

o

Data centre ports -Not a circuit as such, this option provides
connectivity into a customer’s rack or suite within an InTechnology
data centre

While each option is available individually, it’s important to note that access
circuit types can be combined to offer a comprehensive single network solution,
and meet complex communication requirements.

CUSTOMER PREMISES EQUIPMENT (CPE)
Customer Premises Equipment (CPE) refers to any device located on the
customer site and is used to deliver a fully managed, converged IT and
communications solution.
CPE is provided with all LANnet service options with the single exception of
unmanaged ADSL.
To ensure availability and quality of service, CPE is polled periodically so that
InTechnology can automatically identify, and begin to address, any problems as
they arise.

The CPE serves as the service demarcation point within the LANnet service, and
as such is designed to provide a straightforward means of delivering multiple
services (e.g. a combination of Internet, Private VPN and IP telephony, etc.) to a
single site. For sites with more than one circuit, where the objective is to increase
bandwidth delivery, the circuits are bonded and are delivered to a single CPE
device. Where multiple circuits are delivered to a site to offer enhanced resilience,
it is standard practice to have a separate piece of CPE terminating each circuit to
offer enhanced availability.
Please note that CPE specification is largely determined by the type of circuit(s) it
will be used to terminate. More details can be found within the various access
circuit Service Specifications.
If InTechnology determines that a piece of CPE has developed a fault,
InTechnology will make arrangements to have it replaced. Specific details can be
found in the various Circuit Service Definitions but the standard service offers
‘next business day’ CPE replacement in most instances. Customers can choose an
expedited option, which offers a target hardware replacement timeframe of 4
hours from the point that InTechnology determines a replacement is required.
This timeframe is not practical for certain remote UK locations; InTechnology will
notify the customer of alternative target timeframes for these locations.
Naturally, expedited CPE replacement will not improve repair times for faults
caused by anything other than faulty CPE hardware. The service is charged
monthly in advance and is applicable regardless of the number of times it is called
upon.

IMPROVED RESILIENCE
InTechnology recommends the provision of multiple circuits to sites that require
enhanced resilience and availability. The idea is that, should the primary circuit
fail, customer data traffic will be routed over the back-up circuit instead. Most
commonly, InTechnology uses a layer 3 routing protocol to automatically route
traffic down the back-up link.
For the majority of circuit combinations, an outage of around five minutes may be
experienced as the network detects failure and routes traffic via the alternative
connection. For certain circuit combinations, (currently only when both primary
and back-up links are delivered using Enhanced Ethernet) this can be 30 seconds
or lower. More details can be found within the various access circuit Service
Specifications

SERVICES DELIVERED
InTechnology can deliver several different bandwidth services over each circuit as
the basis of a converged Wide Area Network (WAN). The various bandwidth
services available are detailed below:
o

Private VPN - This provides connectivity between a customer’s
locations allowing, for example, users in one location to access
applications hosted at another. VPN traffic is private and moves
only within InTechnology’s managed network. InTechnology can
deliver multiple private VPNs down a single circuit if required.

o

Real-time bandwidth - This is essentially the same as a private VPN
but traffic is given priority over other services and is suited to realtime applications like telephony and interactive video.

o

Internet - Internet bandwidth allows users across the Internet to
access the company’s web-facing resources (eg. email servers and
web servers). It can also be used to allow company staff to access
resources on the Internet (eg. external websites).

o

N3 - N3 is essentially a private VPN for a closed user group. Only
companies that have approval by NHS Connections for Health can
connect. (InTechnology is one of only a handful of suppliers to be
so accredited)

In most cases, each service is delivered on a separate port on the CPE. For
example, the InTechnology Internet service might be delivered to one port, the
corporate private VPN to another and the InTechnology IP telephony service
(real-time bandwidth) to a third. (Diagram 3)

Diagram 3 – CPE showing InTechnology services delivered to separate ports

Despite having unused interfaces, the InTechnology CPE cannot be used to
provide connectivity to end-user devices. In almost all circumstances, the
customer will need to provide a switch on customer sites to provide connectivity
for end-user devices. InTechnology offers, separately, a managed Switch/LAN
service. Please see the relevant Service Specification for details
In certain circumstances, InTechnology can provide several (or all) bandwidth
services on a single port that is configured as an Ethernet 802.1Q trunk.
Please note that a requirement for several (or all) services to be delivered on a
single port and any associated charges must be agreed in writing in advance of
contract signature.

SERVICE INTERFACE
For all circuit options except unmanaged ADSL access, the Ethernet LAN port
interface(s) on the CPE represent(s) the service demarcation point.

IP ADDRESSING
Details of IP addressing schemes for the various services are provided below:
Service

Corporate private
VPN
Customer telephony
VPN
InTechnology IP
telephony (Unity)
Internet

IP address ranges
provided and
managed by:
Customer
Customer
InTechnology
InTechnology

Private / public

Either but customers
usually use RFC1918
Either but customers
usually use RFC1918
Private RFC1918
space
Public

Software built into InTechnology-provided CPE makes it possible for different
services to share the same address space if necessary (not available on ADSL
connections). As an illustration, a customer could have both a production VPN and
a development VPN, each delivered to the same sites over the same circuits.
These would terminate on the same CPE using identical IP address space without
issues.
InTechnology uses a variety of routing protocols between CPE and the core
network to provide its LANnet service. InTechnology uses static routing on the
CPE to point to non-directly connected subnets on the customer’s LAN. Any
requirement to run a dynamic routing protocol with devices on the customer’s
LAN must be agreed prior to contract signature. HSRP and occasionally VRRP are
offered to provide a single gateway address when multiple InTechnology circuits /
routers are deployed on a site.

LIMITATIONS
For clarity and transparency, the following limitations apply to LANnet:
•
•
•
•
•

IP-VPN service does not include encapsulation of non-IP packets
Traffic filtering is not supported
No firewall features or functions are offered as part of the service.
InTechnology offers, separately, a managed firewall service. Please see the
relevant Service Specification for details
Network Address Translation (NAT) will not be supported without prior
written agreement
LANnet does not currently support IP v6

QUALITY OF SERVICE (QOS)
InTechnology applies QoS configuration as and when necessary, in order to
support some of its bandwidth services. In particular, this is required to deliver
InTechnology’s voice services.
The various InTechnology access options (e.g. ADSL, Leased Line, Ethernet) have
different QoS capabilities, depending on the underlying infrastructure. Details of
these are included in the respective Service Specifications and should be read in
conjunction with this document.

Traffic requires end-to-end QoS support. That means that any traffic moving
between two locations effectively has the QoS capability equal to the lower of the
links. For instance, traffic travelling from an ADSL connected site to an Enhanced
Ethernet connected site (and vice versa) will have the end-to-end QoS capability
of the ADSL line.
Please note that when required, InTechnology technical consultants will work with
a customer to gather QoS requirements, then design and document a policy that
will be implemented on the InTechnology network components. Please see
Section 3 for details of included and extra charges.
No QoS performance reporting information can be accessed at present, though it
may be available at in the future. Please note that this may incur extra charges.

PROVISIONING
The various circuit types referenced above each have different delivery lead
times, typically ranging between 10 and 75 days depending on the availability of
existing infrastructure. On request, InTechnology will provide details of estimated
delivery timescales.
During the installation of LANnet products, InTechnology’s service delivery
consultants will provision and install the hardware and software components of
applicable services. There are a number of elements to the installation, which
include:
•
•
•

Connection installation
Installation, configuration and testing of the customer site and core
devices
Service testing and hand-over

Where appropriate, InTechnology will arrange, just prior to the final delivery of
the connection circuit, a convenient time to install and configure the CPE. When
the circuit has been delivered, the CPE installed and the service tested, the
customer is issued a hand-over certificate to mark the official commencement of
the service.

SUPPORT
The LANnet service is underpinned by a comprehensive support, monitoring and
management package, which includes 24/7 monitoring of all hardware, software
and network elements by our UK NOC. These include (but are not limited to):
•
•
•

Event reporting and analysis
Response to systems alerts
Customer notification of systems alerts

In normal circumstances, for monitored and managed connectivity options, the
InTechnology systems poll the CPE every 5 minutes to confirm that the circuit
and CPE are available. This is in line with industry standard network management
best practices. If the CPE does not respond to a poll, an automatic alert is
forwarded to the InTechnology network fault management system. This then
automatically raises an incident, which is in turn placed in our technical support
queue – managed 24/7.
Very occasionally, customers can become aware of network outages in the short
window before our polling procedures verify a problem and issue an alert.

InTechnology provides additional channels for them to raise faults on, namely via
telephone, email and the web portal. Experience shows that fault resolution times
are largely independent of the fault identification and reporting method.
InTechnology classifies problems according to severity. This allows the prioritising
of resource on issues that have the most impact on customers’ businesses.
Further details of the classifications can be found in InTechnology’s Customer
Service Plan (CSP), available on request.
InTechnology is committed to continually improving and expanding its core
network, and in order to facilitate these improvements, it is necessary to carry
out essential work from time to time. In accordance with ITIL service
management standards, these activities are carefully scheduled through the use
of an internal ‘change control’ process; this gives customers maximum visibility of
any given change and thereby ensures that planning and implementation is
carried out to minimise the effect on customers using their network services.
Details of maintenance windows and emergency outages are available on request.

InTechnology InForm portal
One of the major features of the LANnet service is an online portal that provides
easy access to performance and usage information. InTechnology has built stateof-the-art management tools across InForm, through which customers and
internal staff manage the service platforms that businesses rely upon. These
include:
•

Customer self-service - Management of contact database for planned and
emergency works, fault logging etc.

•

View of the current status of open tickets - This gives customers the ability
to log new calls and update existing issue statuses

•

Storage utilisation and trending information - This enables accurate
gauging of usage-to-capacity ratio and traffic patterns

•

Online access to billing data - On-demand information for full control

•

Access to project management team, plus latest status and date
information - This lets customers see how a service delivery project is
progressing

•

Enterprise class reporting and management suite - Info Vista is a highend, enterprise class reporting system, giving customers access to
detailed information on network and data services such as:
o
o
o

Reports covering services/devices/ sites with the ability to
summarise at every juncture
Network statistics on availability, performance and utilisation
Activity data through near real-time reports

Please note that all products and tools used by InTechnology are regularly
reviewed and benchmarked and we reserve the right to change applications
without prior notice.

SECTION 3: CHARGING POLICY
INCLUDED CHARGES
For LANnet services, InTechnology’s service activation charge includes the
following components:
•
•
•
•

Pre-sales consultation
CPE procurement (if applicable)
Circuit installation (assumes infrastructure exists)
Implementation platform licensing costs

LANnet’s Installation charge includes the following components:
•
•
•
•
•

Replacement WAN design
Device configuration
Project management
Engineer installation of CPE (except single line ADSL)
Service testing and internal documentation

InTechnology budgets a reasonable amount for engineer installation and service
testing to keep the installation cost of most installations to a minimum. From time
to time, InTechnology incurs additional expense and these expenses will be billed
to the customer.
InTechnology will undertake this work during normal office hours (9:00 – 17:00
Monday to Friday excluding Bank Holidays).
Please note that any customer requests for work to be completed outside of these
hours will be accommodated where possible and such work will be subject to
additional charge.
All other components will carry additional charges including, but not limited to,
the following items:
•
•
•
•
•

Excess construction charges levied by our suppliers when infrastructure
(e.g. Fibre to site) does not exist.
Any consultancy required to plan migration from, or integration with, an
existing network.
Any work required to make sites ready for new service (e.g. Cabling or
configuration of existing devices).
Any documentation produced for the benefit of the customer detailing the
implemented solution.
Installation visits or work cancelled by the customer at short notice.

The monthly recurring charge for the service consists of three components:
•
•
•

A charge for the access circuits from the customer site to the nearest POP
(or Exchange)
A charge for bandwidth across our suppliers network (not always
applicable)
A charge for the various Bandwidth Services circuits (e.g. Internet
bandwidth ordered on the access (not always applicable).

Specific details on charging can be found in the various circuit Service
Specifications.

InTechnology’s LANnet service includes, for the majority of circuit options, access
to online reporting information. A standard report detailing device availability and
aggregate bandwidth utilisation is provided as standard. It may be possible for
InTechnology to provide bespoke reporting information at additional cost:
specification, timescale for delivery and charges will be scoped on a report-byreport basis where InTechnology deems that bespoke reporting option feasible.
Minor configuration changes (e.g. firewall rule additions and modifications,
changes to a site IP address and addition of static IP routes on devices) are
generally considered to be part of the managed service and are included as part
of the monthly service charge. InTechnology undertakes this work on a fair usage
basis (As detailed in the InTechnology CSP). Changes are scheduled to be
completed by InTechnology engineers using a priority system with Emergency
changes undertaken first.
InTechnology supports products and services to meet the Service Level
Agreement which forms part of the contract. Any support requests beyond
this will be considered, and may be chargeable if implemented. For example, any
major reconfiguration work required on a customer’s systems/network to provide
a work-round fix for a customer disaster.
Please note that any support request to resolve a fault or issue which is
subsequently proven not to be the fault of any of InTechnology’s services will
result in a charge.

ADDITIONAL CHARGES
If additional charging is necessary:
•
•
•

Where possible, InTechnology will issue an estimate for any chargeable
work in advance.
The figure will be calculated based on the standard or out-of-hours rate for
the type of work and consultancy/engineering skills required.
Travel and/or other expenses will be detailed separately when applicable.

Engineering rates are revised from time-to-time and are available directly from
InTechnology. Current rates are as follows:

Project specific quotes are available on request. Discounts may be available when
‘multi-day’ service bundles are purchased.
When required, InTechnology will investigate the implications of upgrading the
throughput or speed of circuits, as well as the possible consequences of
upgrading from one technology or type of circuit to another. More details of
access circuit capabilities and features can be found in the respective Service
Specifications.

In certain situations, it is possible for the customer location of a circuit to be
moved from one place to another. Again, specific details can be found in the
various circuit Service Specifications.

SECTION 4: SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT
INTRODUCTION
The Service Level Agreement (SLA) defines the terms on which InTechnology
shall provide the LANnet Service to the customer. This SLA is subject to, and
shall be interpreted in accordance with, the general terms and conditions as
detailed in the customer contract.
The purpose of this SLA is to set out the specifics of the supply, operation and
management of the LANnet service by InTechnology, as well as the relevant
network service measurements or commitments. Please refer to the separate
Service Specification documents for further details of the SLA for each
connectivity option.

SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT COMPONENTS
The LANnet SLA comprises three core components:
•

Core network infrastructure - This component consists of the network
infrastructure InTechnology has installed to deliver all LANnet services.
The SLA covers the core network infrastructure including the circuits that
connect the core nodes and the hardware therein. Please see Service
quality parameters and Service availability below for details of the
corresponding parameters.

•

Access links - This refers to the access links that InTechnology uses to
connect customer sites to the core infrastructure. Different services may
be provided by a number of vendors and strategic best-of-breed partners.
InTechnology offers an SLA to cover the service availability of the access
link over a 12-month period, measured at the on-site equipment. Its
service availability commitment varies according to the service and its
supplier. Details of the SLA for each link type are provided in the Service
Specifications for the respective connectivity options.

•

Data centre ports - These provide a means of connecting customer
hardware, located within an InTechnology data centre, to the core LANnet
infrastructure.

SERVICE QUALITY PARAMETERS
InTechnology has identified a set of qualitative parameters, which characterise
the health and condition of the LANnet core. These measurements help to
identify network anomalies or emerging problems in the core, and therefore form
part of the commitment to provide customers with a high quality service. The
LANnet Service quality parameters, average round-trip time, average packet loss
rate and jitter (all detailed below) are continually measured between several
points on the InTechnology core network.
Please note that while the figures given are, in the main, comfortably exceeded,
they do not constitute a contractual commitment on the part of InTechnology,
who will not be liable on any ground for a failure to meet these illustrative
figures.
The service quality parameters are defined thus:
•

Average round-trip time - The average round-trip time (RTT) is defined as

two-way delay time of an IP packet. It describes the quality of the
InTechnology IP/MPLS network and therefore the quality in respect of the
delay times. For the measurement of the RTT, InTechnology uses the
results from the time between transmission and reception of an IPv4 ICMP
ping message (64 byte packet size) to a valid unicast-address within the
InTechnology IP/MPLS network.
•

Average packet loss rate - The average packet loss rate refers to the
quality of the InTechnology LANnet Service in terms of the loss rate along
the way. The packet loss rate is defined as a proportion between the
differences of transmitted and received IP packets to the total number of
transmitted IP packets belonging to the same data stream.

•

Jitter - Jitter is defined as the deviation in, or displacement of, some
aspect of the digital signal or the variance on the average RTT.

•

Service availability - LANnet’s core network availability is defined as the
proportion of the total time the core network is available over one calendar
month (30 days). The equivalent downtime per month is defined as the
difference between the number of minutes in a month and the number of
minutes the core network is available in that month. The core network
availability and equivalent downtime per month figures are shown in the
table below. Overall service availability of the service at each customer
site, including this core component, is measured at the on-site
equipment’s location.
The overall service availability commitment and service credits are covered
in the Service Specification for each type of access circuit, as these vary
depending on the technology used.

InTechnology will endeavour to meet the following LANnet service quantitative
metrics:
Average round-trip delay

Average packet loss rate

Jitter

less than 35 ms

less than 0.1%

less than 0.1% outside
±5ms

Service element

Core network
availability

Equivalent
downtime per
month

Core network
infrastructure

99.95 %

22 mins

Data centre ports

99.95 %

22 mins

Please note, in calculating service availability the following instances are
excluded:
Service unavailable due to planned/emergency maintenance, or during the
maintenance window specified in the CSP
Loss of power to InTechnology-provided CPE at the customer site
Unauthorised interference with the cabling to on-site InTechnology equipment
Faults traced to the customer or to faults on the customer's side of the service
termination point, including local power or local area network failure
Service unavailable due to contractual service suspension or to Force Majeure

Planned maintenance can involve a temporary suspension of parts of or all of the
services, in order to enable InTechnology to undertake vital
remedial/maintenance or upgrade work. Customers will always be notified of a
controlled outage at least 7 days in advance of its occurrence, and the operation
will be planned to have minimum impact on the customer's activities.
Emergency maintenance required as a result of identifying a problem through
ongoing monitoring and management, that could potentially cause an outage or
failure of the service, will be notified to the customer at the earliest possible time.
Again, this will be managed to have minimum impact on the customer's
operations.

